Enquiring Minds Lesson Plan: Games_3_B
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NSW Syllabus Outcomes
Mathematics
WMS3.2 Selects and applies appropriate problem‐solving strategies, including technological applications, in undertaking investigations.
NSW Syllabus for the Australian Curriculum Outcomes
Science and Technology
MA2‐2WM Selects and uses appropriate mental or written strategies, or technology, to solve problems.

Enquiring Minds Lesson Plan: Games_3_B

Resources Needed
Playground space, Paper, Pencils/ pens

Language
n/a

Key Ideas
Assessment Strategies
Students work in pairs and create a code. The teacher gives the first student n/a
a word, they pass it on to their partner. The game then expands to use one
of the class codes to play a whole class a game of coded Chinese whispers.
Workshop Activities
10 minutes ‐ Introduction Place this website up on the interactive whiteboard https://www.cia.gov/kids‐page/games/break‐the‐code/code‐1.html. Explain
to students they have to crack this code to work out the secret message. Allow the whole class to work on the code, try to avoid using the decoder on the
website. Explain to students today they are going to make their own code.
15 minutes – Activity 1 Students should work in pairs for all of the activities in this lesson. For the first activity students have to create their own code. The
code must use hand and body signals that can be read from one side of the playground to the other . Show students this picture of flag codes which have
been used by sailors in the past as an example of a code that could be read at long distances. Allow students time with their partner to make up their code.
Ensure that both pairs know the code and have a copy of the code ready for the next activity.
15 minutes – Activity Take students outside and line them up opposite their partner. Explain that one partner will get a message, they will use the made up
code to pass the message on to their partner and then the partner who receives the code must run to the teacher and tell them the correct message. Have
one partner walk 50 + metres away and keep watch on their partner (both partners should have a copy of their code with them). Give one member of each
pair the message. Enquiring Minds is fun. Tell the pair with the message the other partner has to interpret the code and then run to the teacher and tell
them the message. The first team to do this successfully wins. Now reverse the coding and decoding and make the message. I’m really hungry.
15 minutes – Activity Students now work as a whole class to pass on a message. Choose one pairs code to use and make this pair the first and last student
in a long straight line Explain to students they are going to be passing on a code in a game of Chinese Whispers. All students will face away from the first
person until they are tapped on the shoulder to receive the code. Spread students out along the length of the playground. Give the first student the
message Lunchtime they then tap the first person on the shoulder (this person does not know the code, they just watch and copy it), the code gets passed
down the line until the last person who receives the code (the one they made up with their partner who was first in line). They decode it back to the
message and tell the class what they think it was. (if time permits allow another pair to have a go).
5 minutes – Reflection Discuss with students how this was similar to motion capture. (using your body to give a message – we gave the message to humans
but in motion capture you give the message to the computer).

